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“… authors of a paper presented at an IBG meeting in the early 
1990s began by apologizing to their audience for presenting some 
quantitative data in table form as part of their paper.”





Takeaways

1. Socially constructed data is social!

2. Power (institutional, media) can compromise / sacrifice / 
undermine what we publish -- and our ideology.

3. What is the role of the researcher? 

4. As cartographers / geographers / GISers, we can be positively 
radical, but it requires active engagement with, not of, 
communities.



Positively Radical

Toward a rebuilding of spatial sciences:

“One consequence has been a shift away from the now-familiar 
effort to expose how scientific facts are constructed, toward more 
judicious strategies to …



Positively Radical

Toward a rebuilding of spatial sciences:

“One consequence has been a shift away from the now-familiar 
effort to expose how scientific facts are constructed, toward more 
judicious strategies to …

1. distinguish constructions that are useful from those that are 
irrelevant or dangerous, and 

2. imagine and create more emancipatory constructions of 
economy, society, or space.”

-- Wyly 2011, Positively Radical



Portland, Oregon: A Tale of Two Cities

It’s the Portlandia we all know, 
where the dream of the 80’s is still 
alive.

• Known for sustainability

• Largest share of bike commuters

• Breweries!

• Best place to live in every list

• Foodie city

• Maker city

• Tech and entrepreneurial city



Portland, Oregon: A Tale of Two Cities

“It's poor, it's dangerous, it's 
growing like crazy—and it's more 
important than ever.” -- WWeek

• History of institutional racism

• Lack of sidewalks, infrastructure

See: Uneven Development of the 
Sustainable City: Shifting Capital in 
Portland, Oregon in Urban 
Geography by Goodling, et al.





Dangerous Constructions

• Problematic data sources

• Problematic legend scale

• Problematic conception of “20 minutes”

• White middle class conception of what should be nearby

• Ignored institutional racism

Note: other 20 minute neighborhood initiatives were different.







Badassness Map Media Coverage

• “Portlanders has posted this video in response to the city’s famed 
‘20 Minute Neighborhood’ map with a more nuanced version of 
why they have chosen to live and work in the “mecca of badass-
ness.” CEOS for Cities

• “And do you have a neighborhood that is most likely to ‘put a bird 
on it?'” KPAM 890AM First Edition

• “… threw all this data into a formula and the badass-ness scale was 
born. The top scorers fall into the “hella badass” category and the 
lowest scorers fall into the “Vancouver-ish” category (sorry, 
Vancouver).” KATU TV











“Didn’t get the traction we wanted, 

so we’re going to repackage it and put it out, again.”









Contradicting Social Constructions

Slate: Gentrification is a myth

Economist: Gentrification is good for the poor.

If gentrification is a myth, it can’t be good for the poor, and it can’t be 
bad for the poor. It can’t be anything. It’s a myth!





False-Choice Urbanism

“Weigh up the supposed pros and cons of gentrification, throw in a
few half-baked worries about threats to ‘diversity’ and housing
affordability, and conclude that gentrification is actually ‘good’ on
balance because it represents the reinvestment that stops
neighbourhoods from dying during a financial crisis.”

Slater 2014

Economist and Slate miss overall contradictions that cause both 
poverty and gentrification.



Apologies for the Quantitative Data

“My point is simply that postpositivism can be politically co-opted 
just like positivist spatial science was.”

-- Wyly 2009, Strategic Positivism



Takeaways

1. Socially constructed data is social!

2. Power (institutional, media) can compromise / sacrifice / 
undermine what we publish -- and our ideology.

Within non-profits/institutions these two can clash

3. What is the role of the researcher? 

4. As cartographers / geographers / GISers, we can be positively 
radical, but it requires active engagement with, not of, 
communities.



Imaginary Crisis: Is Gentrification A Myth?



Bates 2013









“Sidewalks aren’t really an issue because there aren’t any [group 
laughing]… My wife is blind with a cane.  And it’s pretty hard to 
navigate around there when everything looks the same.  So that’s a 
big issue for her.”



Thank you

1. Socially constructed data is social!

2. Power (institutional, media) can compromise / sacrifice / 
undermine what we publish -- and our ideology.

3. What is the role of the researcher? 

4. As cartographers / geographers / GISers, we can be positively 
radical, but it requires active engagement with, not of, 
communities.
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